Metal coordination has been used extensively as a template strategy in the field of supramolecular chemistry.
■■ 1. Introduction
Metal coordination has been used extensively as a template strategy in the field of supramolecular chemistry.
Preorganization of molecular components into a desirable orientation by metal complexation has allowed for the designed synthesis of interlocking molecules in high yields.
Synthetic chemists have since learned to intertwine discrete molecular entities into entangled architectures with increasing complexity limited only by imagination. This template strategy has recently been implemented in the making woven extended structures. By linking building units that contain a metal complex core, two-and three-dimensional (2D and 3D) frameworks can be constructed where long threads of covalently linked molecules that are interwoven at regular intervals and templated by the metal ions. Upon demetalation, the threads have high degrees of freedom for spatial deviation to take place between them while preserving the overall structure, endowing the material with exceptional mechanical properties and dynamics.
■■ 2. Metal-templated synthesis of discrete interlocking molecules
The designed synthesis of interlocking molecules (e.g. knots, catenanes and rotaxanes) is well documented in the chemical literature. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The first proof-of-concept work in the field was reported in 1960 with the successful synthesis of a [2] catenane by statistical interlocking of molecular macrocycles. 10 In 1964, the first directed synthesis of a catenane was demonstrated by introducing a covalent template to bring the two molecular components in place.
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Upon subsequent cleavage of this covalent template, the catenated molecule was obtained in higher yields as compared to the previously reported statistical approach. However, both the early statistical and directed synthetic approaches to mechanically interlocked molecules suffered from low overall yields and/or lengthy synthetic procedures. Catenanes thus remained in the realm of laboratory curiosities rather than
Transition metal ions as a template method has been widely used in the field of supramolecular chemistry. The metal complexation is advantageous in making complex supramocluar architectures because it pre-organizes the ligands into a desirable orientation which faciliatates the following ring-closing reaction, with shorter synthetic steps and generally higher yield. In a similar fashion, this synthetic strategy has recently been adopted to make extended materials by linking the metal-coordinated building blocks with design principles of reticular synthesis. Individual building units are stitched together through strong covalent bond formation to yield long covalent molecular threads that are woven two-or three-dimensionally (2D or 3D), at regular intervals templated by the metal ions. For example, by linking functionalized tetrahedrally-shaped metal complexes with linear links through reversible imine bond formation, crystalline 3D covalent organic frameworks with diamond topology, COF-505
and COF-112, have been constructed by design. In particular, the metal templates can be post-synthetically removed so that the threads have high degrees of freedom to move in respect to each other, which leads to unusal mechanical properties of the woven materials.
molecular constructs that could be practically exploited.
The breakthrough in the field took place in 1983 when a metal-template approach was disclosed to construct higherorder supramolecular architectures. 12 This enabled catenanes to be made on a significant scale for the first time. Developments in dynamic covalent bond forming reactions were also exploited towards the synthesis of interlocked molecules. Molecular Borromean rings were stitched together through the one-pot reaction of six dialdehydes, six diamines, and six Zn(II) ions using reversible imine formation under thermodynamic control (Fig. 2) . 3 The Borromean ring topology was confirmed by X-ray crystallography, which further corroborated that the combination of π -π stacking interactions and metal coordination likely directed the assembly process. The Zn(II) templates could be removed from the structure by reduction of the imine bonds with sodium borohydride (NaBH 4 ), followed by treatment with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) to afford the demetalated Borromean rings. 13 In addition to higher yields and shorter synthetic routes associated with metal templated synthesis, specific orientation of the ligands due to complexation enables the rational design of synthetic pathways to more complex topologies and the ability of synthetic chemists to construct increasingly complex molecular structures has since then progressed remarkably resulting in a plethora of highly sophisticated supramolecular architectures.
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It should be noted that these entangled molecular entities are held together mechanically, not chemically, which allows for large amplitude molecular motion of the individual units in respect to each other without breaking covalent bonds.
On the molecular level, this approach has proved fruitful for the development of molecular machines [14] [15] , muscles 16 and rotors [17] [18] where during a switching process, only weak noncovalent bonds are broken and reformed again in a fully reversible and highly controllable fashion.
Towards this end, incorporation of interlocked molecules with specific properties (e.g. mechanical strength or elasticity)
as building blocks to make extended structures with higherorder entanglement will lead to materials displaying interesting behavior originating both, from the intrinsic chemical nature of the molecular units themselves, as well as from emerging properties resulting from their global interlocking scaffold. 19, 20 As a consequence, potential applications of catenanes are no longer restricted to the realm of molecular chemistry, but can now further include extended structures such as covalent organic frameworks (COFs), which can display mechanical or dynamic properties of interest.
■■ 3. Metal-templated synthesis of crystalline woven materials
Woven structures and their synthetic strategy
Weaving of long threads is one of the oldest and most enduring methods of making fabrics that are so soft that they can be worn, yet robust enough to not easily be teared apart. We envisioned that the aforementioned metal-templated synthetic strategy in conjunction with the design principles of reticular synthesis, which describes the linking of molecular building blocks to construct extended crystalline frameworks, could be employed to target such woven structures (Fig. 3) .
Here again we start with a molecular metal complex with functionalized organic ligands, but instead of forming discrete molecules by non-propagating ring closing reactions, they are linked to form 2D and 3D framework structures through the formation of strong, directional bonds. The directionality of the bonds is crucial as, together with the adjustment of angles and metrics of the molecular constituents, it allows for the resulting woven structures to be designed with regard to their underlying topology. block. 27 The Cu(I)-bisphenanthroline core of the Cu(PDB) 2 has been studied extensively as a discrete molecule for the formation of supramolecular complexes as mentioned before;
however, previously the use of such complexes as templates to make extended structures had not been realized. The tolerance for robust reaction conditions makes this complex suitable for imine COF synthesis, especially in weak acidic conditions.
The aldehyde groups in the para position of Cu(PDB) 2 (BF 4 ), were used to reticulate this building block with benzidine (BZ) to yield an imine-bonded framework composed of PDB-BZ threads (Fig. 4) . This dematalation is accompanied by a ten-fold increase in elasticity, and unlike the metalated crystalline form the demetalated material displays polymer-like elasticity. Upon remetalating, the crystallinity of the original as-synthesized structure can be fully restored.
In order to further expand the diversity of woven structures, a second woven framework, COF-112, was also synthesized by a similar metal coordination template strategy. The neighboring threads (blue and orange) are held woven at the coordinated cobalt ions as the point of registry. to make extended porous structures, such as MOFs, ZIFs, and COFs.
